March 18, 82
Oxford

Dear Howard,

I took you at your word and did not write during the exam period, but it was very much I fear. Thank goodness it is over, and I must confess to being pressed, having had more work altogether than I can bear — that is more cramming work for the nature of the exam. Accumulated a huge cram session that I have not had a very short space in which to read.
On the whole I have certain

done really straightforwardly

what I have done, so far

the thinking it will come out in

will be a surprise at seeing

the twist to surprised at seeing

This sorry I am sorry

what I have done, so far

only the feeling last scene. For

up for the last time I have heard the work of

another
some who in different ways really are scholars.

Come, your life is really very enjoyable — quite unlike at all events in Lincoln — the ideas given of it in ordinary books in which it may be mentioned. I know some day I hope you will see what it is like for yourself, then better able to judge of it.

I go into rooms in Lincoln in about a week from now — after which please address one at the college through very soon after this, I intend to come down.

I was glad to see you were back at all! Trust you are getting well — Aljie! have seen and seen lately have been too busy. He does not from about the Burdett — and does not see me at Lincoln, must do unless the result be good, which is more than doubtful.

Yours ever,

[Signature]